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Company Name NIINUMA CO., LTD. Manufacturing / System Integrator

Website https://www.niinuma.vn/

Technology
/

Solution

Tech/Solution Name Solar Light with 2way Output battery system 

Which field does the
tech/solution contribute to? Quality Infrastructure and Smart City

"Quality Infrastructure"

Which category can the
tech/solution be applied
to?

Road/Bridge 〇 Port -

0

Airport -

Water and Sewage -
Power generation
/Energy 〇 Railroad -

Housing 〇 ICT 〇 Others（Free Writing）

"Smart City"

Which problem can the
tech/solution solve?

Traffic/Mobility 〇 Energy 〇

Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries - Environment 〇

〇

Infrastructure
Maintenance 〇

Community Activation
/Sightseeing - Health/Medical -

Disaster Prevention

Security -

Logistics -
Urban Planning
/Maintenance 〇 Others（Free Writing）0

Key words Solar PV, Battery, LED Lighting, Dimming system

Overview of the
tech/solution

LED street light that combines a solar panel and a lithium-ion iron phosphate battery.
A wireless 5-step time zone dimming system function is installed inside the storage battery to ensure
the remaining battery power by dimming according to demand, and it can be used as lighting without
using national grid power.
Since the lighting is turned on and off according to the solar power generation (sunshine), it
automatically responds to fluctuations in sunshine hours. It does not require electrical wiring and can be
used from the night of installation, and there is no electricity charge.
The storage battery realizes 2way output. One way supplies street lights. One way can be output as an
AC grid, and 220V power can be supplied from the storage battery, which can supply power to non-

Already developed
Considering
development

Consider if requested -

Discription of the
tech/solution

Glocal Expansion

- Consider if requested - -
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Website of the project 0

SDGs

Note
(Award etc.)

0

Case Study

Country Vietnam

City Tuyen Quang Province

Project name Solar lighting Business for New road 

Project Overview

Due to the shortage of street lights and living power in mountainous areas, we plan to supply half of the
electricity generated by solar street lights to street lights and half to non-electrified households as AC
power.Therefore, a trial installation was conducted at the Investment Promotion Center.
It can solve the two development issues of improving living by supplying electricity to non-electrified
households and living safety by street lights.
In addition, there is an intention to protect the natural environment and wild animals and plants in
mountainous areas, and it is evaluated that GHG emissions can be prevented. From the perspective of
SDGs such as climate change countermeasures and disaster prevention, it contributes to the
improvement of living standards and living safety as infrastructure development incorporating
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project


